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Abstract
Journal of Orthopaedics Trauma Surgery and Related Research is an international peer-reviewed journal
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that provides a platform for the publication all aspects of Orthopaedics Trauma Surgery. Its scope
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embraces various disciplines of Bone research, Tumours of bone , Arthritis surgery, Rheumatoid
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arthritis, Musculoskeletal system, Musculoskeletal oncology, Bone surgery, Osteocartilaginous
exostoses , Osteonecrosis,Orthodontics & Endodontics, Malignantosteoid, Multilobular tumour of bone,
Chondrosarcoma, Chordoma, Enchondroma, Bone cancer Osteosarcoma, Ewing's sarcoma, Primary
bone tumors, Osseous and chondromatous neoplasia, , Bone tumors, Aneurysmal bone cyst, Giant cell
tumor of bone, Cryosurgery, Osteoma, It is basically aimed at the Clinical Practitioners, medical/ health
practitioners, students, professionals and researchers and professional bodies and institutions
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INTRODUCTION
Journal of Orthopaedics Trauma Surgery and Related
Research (JOTSRR) has emerged as one of the preferred
journals in the field of orthopaedics and its related
research. The journal has successfully collaborated with
more than 50 eminent Reviewers and is successfully
publishing quality articles in the field of orthopaedics and
trauma surgery.

respected creators timely and constructive feedback
remains a top priority so that their work can be made
available to the rest of the world on time.
The COVID19 pandemic has wreaked havoc around the
world,

posing

challenges

for

everyone.

Several

researchers and technicians are still coping with issues
such as laboratory closures and online instruction while
also dealing with the consequences of the pandemic
scenario on their daily lives. Some of the editors,

For quality control in the peer-review process, we use an
Editorial Tracking System, which is an online manuscript
submission, review, and tracking system. Review
processing is handled by members of the Journal's
editorial board or outside experts; any citable submission
must be approved by at least two independent reviewers
before being accepted by the editor. Manuscripts may be
submitted by authors and track the status of their
submission through the system. Each editor, reviewer and
author has their separate credentials which is forwarded
to them through mail, to track the progress of manuscript.

reviewers, and authors of a variety of periodicals are also
doctors fighting the pandemic. As a result, delays are
unavoidable during this pandemic, and we would want to
express our gratitude. It is significant that our Editors and
Editorial Advisory Board ought to address the themes we
distribute as well as reflect nations from where our entries
come. Moreover, JOTSRR has supported researchers in
their

early-career.

Researchers/Scientist/Authors

are

invited to share their CV and research interest with us and
become a part of the Reviewer Board Member, where
they can work closely along with the Editors and
Reviewers to provide the same high quality and quick

We are really grateful for the invaluable effort of our

review process.

board members in contributing both to our thorough
companion audit framework and to the important
evolution of the Journal. The Journal group incorporates
global specialists of related logica distributions. To
ensure distribution quality, all submitted papers go
through several steps. The compositions are subjected to
the usual companion audit. The limitless supply of paper
serves as a starting point for screening. In any case, two
free reference are sent out with the fitting papers. The
Editor-in-Chief, who is responsible for reaching a final

If you are interested in joining our Reviewer Board,
kindly send us your updated C.V. or biography, Research
Interest,

Recent
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orthotraumasurg@journalres.com.
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reviewers

anticipate working with our recently added individuals
throughout the next few years. I invite all our board
individuals and expand a warm greeting indeed to the
individuals who have chosen to join our recognized
rundown of researchers.

decision, considers the arbitrators' comments. Giving our
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